
Collaborate!

A bit diabolical, perhaps, but a sense
of humor. Adam was no match for a
gullible Eve and he lost the Garden of
Eden by “listening” to Eve. Now what?
First — Men stopped listening.

To make a long story short, multiple
generations of Adam’s family males
learned that males could not feed and
protect their families by themselves,
to their woman’s satisfaction. So Men
created Tribes that allowed for the
separation-of and assignment-of

After the U.S. Revolutionary War
(1776–1783), the 13 American Colonies
discovered rather quickly (1787) that a
Confederation of Colonies could not
survive in a World of Nations. The
American Colonies needed a “more
perfect Union”.

America‘s Founding Fathers recognized
that “collaboration” would be the key
to the survival of the 13 colonies that
comprised America. So, they created a
New Nation built on the societal teach-
ings of Jesus Christ (The Jefferson Bible).
They defined and described the teach-
ings of Jesus Christ in the Declaration
of Independence and codified Christ’s
teachings in the U.S. Constitution,

The path is already marked,
lighted and paved

responsibilities. As the number of tribes
grew in number, they banded together
for protection and built towns with
forts. Towns with forts became States.
States became Nations. Nations grew
because Man discovered that building
“collaborative” networks among
geographically contiguous populations
created better security and growing
prosperity.

In the 21st Century, no Man is an island
— at least not for very long.

The Starting
Point

You see, God made a mistake.
When you create something in

6 days without references or planning,
it is bound to have a few flaws. Being
eternal and living in infinite space,
God’s days must have been pretty
boring. So, He created a chaotic
Universe to provide entertainment and
added the surprise factor of “anoma-
lies” to keep his entertainment fresh.
He soon discovered that His chaotic
Universe needed comedy-relief. God’s
solution? Man! He created Adam to
add more immediate action and even
gave Adam “Free Will” to add the
element of unpredictability.

Unpredictability and anomalies were the
perfect formula for an action-packed,
eternal drama. However, good long-
running drama requires unexpected
comedy relief. Adam lacked the
stimulation to create improv-comedy
relief. Adam was a one-of. He had no
capricious cast to play against. God’s
solution — Woman! We know that
women were God’s afterthought
because he took one of Adam’s ribs
to create Eve.

God’s action tells us two things about
God: 1) God had no experience with
women. 2) God has a sense of humor.

and then obtained
citizens’ confirmation
and collaboration to
initiate a New Nation: “…with
the consent of the governed.” The
imperative of collaboration is why
“individual freedom” was not men-
tioned at the Constitutional Conven-
tion, nor in the U.S. Constitution.

For the USA to survive In the SciTech-
driven 21st Century, a return to the
pre-tribal world of individual freedom
(where life was harsh, brutal and short)
is simply — stupid. Even old Socrates
knew better, “The wise man knows
that what is good for the community
is good for him.”

It’s in front
of you
Smart, educated and
informed people know
that to survive and thrive
as a Nation in the 21st Century —
Americans must learn how-to collabo-
rate with each other — male and female,
family members, friends, neighbors,
fellow citizens, and other Nations.

Collaboration starts at the people-level.
Collaboration means capitalizing on
individual strengths, embracing the
bonding of common denominators, while
respecting individual differences. People
must learn to collaborate before Groups
can collaborate. Learning how-to collabo-
rate and how-to build collaborative
networks within your family/social/work
circles will make it possible to “Manage
your life — Successfully” and make your
life Easier, Safer and more-Satisfying
while avoiding being micro-managed.

The Human Species is specifically designed for gender collaboration by our inherent
capabilities/perspectives. Without collaboration, our Species will not survive. (X+Y)
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To be a Collaborator you must
make a unique/useful contribution
to the conversation that advances

the dialogue toward the stated goal
of the collaboration.

The least you need to know about you:
1) We are carbon-based LifeForms (aka
human beings). Species: homo sapien
sapiens in extant.
2) You can organize to optimize your
human Physique, Physiology and
Intellect, while expanding your capaci-
ties, capabilities and competencies to
become a Contender/Collaborator in a
world of “also-rans” (College Grads).
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